UK DISTRIBUTOR FOR CAMPO MARZIO
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About
Featuring Italian style, bold colours and versatility, bursts the Campo Marzio
Collection. With a contemporary feel, Campo Marzio offers vibrant, on-trend
writing instruments and accessories with heaps of Italian class and colour.
Founded in Rome in 1933, Campo Marzio has been creating stationery and
accessories for nearly a century. Today, Campo Marzio extends its collection
to the UK Market offering a beautiful and affordable collection of writing
instruments, lovingly packaged in Campo Marzio's bold colour palette.
Campo Marzio's Vision? 'To make every moment of the day extraordinary' by
offering products that 'blend Italian style, colour and versatility.'
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Pen Collection
Campo Marzio's pen collection is very diverse. Featuring bold colours
throughout and modern design – there is something for everyone. Campo
Marzio’s pens are designed for not only making a visual statement but for a
beautiful writing experience time after time.
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Minny
Introducing BEST SELLING Campo Marzio’s Minny collection. Characterised
by a modern design with rounded form and bright lacquered colours. An
iconic collection by Campo Marzio due to its bold colours synonymous with
the Campo Marzio brand name adding a touch of luxury with gold-coloured
finishes. The Minny is well ‘mini’ but won’t go unnoticed with its bold
colourways and contrasting gold trims. Enjoy!
Minny available in Fountain Pen & Roller Ball
(Varying colours across the range – see overleaf)

Minny RB
HERMIN001001
RRP 21.99
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Minny Collection

Minny RB Writing Set
RRP £40.99

Minny RB
RRP £21.99
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Minny Collection

Minny FP
RRP £30.99
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Mipo
Introducing BEST SELLING Campo Marzio Mipo collection. Mipo pen is a
playful and colourful mini pen in both fountain pen and roller ball. Mipo
features a polka dot pattern with a stylishly clashing body colour. Thanks to
the bright coloured lacquer body with polka dot decoration - MIPO pens
won’t go unnoticed. A pen with bold colours and plenty of Italian style and
flair by the Rome based Campo Marzio.
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Mipo Collection
Mipo RB
£21.99

Minny RB Writing Set
RRP £40.99
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Mipo Collection

Mipo FP
RRP £30.99
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Acropolis
Introducing the Campo Marzio Acropolis range with bold features, for people
who enjoy refined and practical things. Its tapered shape is illuminated by
silver metallic details and the marbled effect adds something extra to get
noticed, even in the office. This pen has a handy silver finish steel clip to
carry it always with you. The methacrylate shaft gives the pen lightness and
practicality, making it suitable for any occasion. The stunning marbled
texture gives the pen personality and elegance with a bold range of colours
available.

Acropolis available in Fountain Pen & Roller Ball
(Coffee black and orange also available in FP)

Acropolis Hot Pink RB
HERACR003051
RRP 52.99
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Acropolis Collection
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Ambassador

Ambassador Ocean Blue
HERAMB002002
RRP 89.99

Campo Marzio’s Ambassador Fountain pen has a classic design and shape for
those who enjoy traditional style. This fountain pen will capture you with its
refinement and simplicity. The medium nib with ocean blue marbled body
makes the Ambassador versatile and perfect for special gifts. The
methacrylate shaft gives the pen lightness and practicality, making it a
comfortable pen in the hand. The intriguing detail in its marbled texture
gives the pen personality and elegance.

Ambassador available in Fountain Pen only
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Bohemian Black/Silver
HERBOH002040
RRP 82.99

Bohemian
Campo Marzio Bohemian Fountain is a beautiful intertwining design that
gives it a timeless charm. Featuring a metal grid on coloured enamel
embellishment this pen is much more than a simple pen – it is a thing of
beauty for your important moments. The methacrylate shaft with brass
details make this pen both light and practical for a beautiful writing
experience.

Bohemian Blue/Gold
HERBOH002043
RRP 82.99

Bohemian is available in Fountain Pen only
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Elite

Elite
HERELI003005
RRP 63.99

Campo Marzio’s Elite collection includes a Fountain Pen and Roller ball. A
timeless design that is characterised by a vintage look. Shiny barrel colours
and elegant mirror-polished metal finishes give this pen a traditional but
always modern feel. Complete with a steel clip, silver trim and screw cap
featuring the Campo Marzio brand and vibrant on trend colours.

Elite available in Fountain Pen and Roller Ball
(Not all colourways shown in RB)

Elite
HERELI002054
RRP 89.99
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Filigree
Campo Marzio Filigree is part an iconic collection characterised by a 5/7
micron silver plated filigree stem. The silver plated filigree barrel is
embellished with original filigree motifs whilst the rotation mechanism
features the Campo Marzio brand on the band. The meticulous hand-crafted
details give the pen a timeless charm designed for those who enjoy style and
elegance.
Filigree available in Fountain Pen and Ball Point
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Forbes
Forbes, part of Campo Marzio’s Heritage Collection. A fountain pen with an
essential design and clean lines suitable for any occasion and to meet many
tastes and styles. The Campo Marzio Forbes fountain pen is characterised by
a high quality lacquer that gives brilliance and intensity to its body colours
whilst the silver trim gives an extra refined touch. Complete with a silver clip
on lacquered cap that features the popular Campo Marzio logo.

Forbes available in Fountain Pen only
Forbes Hot Pink
HERFOR002051
RRP 30.99
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Live, Love, Write
The Campo Marzio Live, Love, Write Fountain pens are a colourful and fun
range with a heart pattern designed to make you fall in love. Thanks to its
small size, this pen will accompany your carefree moments and will be a
perfect gift for any occasion. The body and the components are made of
brass, featuring a high quality lacquer that gives brilliance to the colours of
the barrel.
The gold-coloured finishes on the section, steel clip on the screw cap give a
touch of refinement and elegance. The Campo Marzio logo is beautifully
presented on the gold finishing cap which compliments the bold Campo
Marzio design.

Live, Love, Write
RRP 32.99
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Siena
Campo Marzio’s Siena Ballpoint Pen is elegant, simple and with the
unmistakable style of Campo Marzio. A beautiful ballpoint pen with a
delicate and sophisticated marbled effect. The use of celluloid ensures that
no pens are alike and that each ball point pen has its own personality. The
pen body in coloured acrylic resin with elegant silver-coloured finishes give
brightness and elegance to this ballpoint pen with a timeless Italian style.
With rotation mechanism to open and featuring the Campo Marzio name on
the pen, Siena is a ballpoint pen you will want to take everywhere.

Siena White
HERSIE001050
RRP 52.99
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Tesi
Tesi are a striking design by Campo Marzio, featuring a mirror-polished
metal body with a sophisticated horizontal striped pattern. The refined
design of the brass body is an synonymous with style and class. Tesi is a
pen with a professional look and feel, a perfect writing companion for
many occasion with its bright and captivating mirrored effect. Enjoy
beautiful writing with Campo Marzio's Tesi for a stylish pen at home, in
the office and on the move.
Available in fountain, roller ball & ballpoint
RRP 59.99 (FP)
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Sole
The Campo Marzio Sole Fountain Pen range captures the unmistakable
Italian style of Campo Marzio. The vibrant colour of the Sole fountain pen
body is complimented by chrome plated silver trim details including a steel
clip, centre band and nib section. The screw cap features the Campo Marzio
name and accentuates the bold colours of the brass barrel. Comfortable in
the hand, Sole, by Campo Marzio is a lovely writing instrument delivering a
medium line on paper.

Sole
RRP 41.99
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Unix
The Campo Marzio Unix Roller pens are elegant, stylish and functional for
every day use. Unix is a slim and small sized rollerball pen suitable for
everyone who enjoy a slim pen. Available in a great variety of cheerful and
lively colours, recognisable by the high quality lacquer that gives brilliance
and intensity. The body and components are made of brass with an elegant
silver finish and a comfortable steel clip.

Unix
HERUNI003001
RRP 21.99
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Ink Collection
Campo Marzio's extensive ink collection is beautifully presented. A clear
square shaped bottle displays the colour of the ink within and is labelled with
the ink colour and Campo Marzio brand.
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Accessories
Campo Marzio's stylish desk accessories are both practical and colourful with
all the Italian style. Personalise your workspace either in a corporate
environment, home office or private study. Campo Marzio uses only fine
Italian faux leathers to manufacture these perfect objects. Great gift ideas
for anyone who spends time working at a desk paired with a Campo Marzio
pen.
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Desk Pads
In the third millennium, a Campo Marzio eco-leather desk pad could simplify
your work and style up your desk space. The beautiful thickness can smooth
out any desk surface, helping to use your mouse with ease and comfort. The
Campo Marzio desk pads break up the visual space of your desk for a stylishly
bold and colourful accessory.

RRP 89.99
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Change Tray
Style up your desk with a luxury feel with Campo Marzio's change tray. Part
of the co-ordinated range of Campo Marzio's faux leather desk accessories to
enhance your working space. Choose from a range of classic Campo Marzio
bold colours to house your pocketed coins and keys. Add a touch of luxury
with the change tray and pair with the round pen holder and pencil case to
accessorise your desk in style. Constructed from a smart eco leather with a
suede interior by the renowned stylish Italian name - Campo Marzio.

RRP 32.99
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Round Pen Holder
A beautiful round pen holder in four very Campo Marzio colours! Add a
touch of style to your desk space with the beautifully finished rounded pen
holder. Constructed from a smart eco leather with a suede interior by the
renowned stylish Italian name - Campo Marzio.
RRP 32.99
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Pencil Cases
A beautiful round pen holder in four very Campo Marzio colours! Add a
touch of style to your desk space with the beautifully finished rounded pen
holder. Constructed from a smart eco leather with a suede interior by the
renowned stylish Italian name - Campo Marzio.

Pen holder with zip and charm
HER9LP005001
RRP 21.99

Pen holder with zip and charm
MOD031005054
RRP 32.99

Pen holder with zip and charm - mini
HER9MP005003
RRP 19.99

Pencil Case
MOD062005003
RRP 21.99
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Notebooks & Pads
Campo Marzio's note pads exude colour and style with a diverse range of
sizes and colourways available. Beautifully finished, the Campo Marzio
notebook range is a bold colour statement that works wonderfully well with
the Campo Marzio pen collection.
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Notebooks

Vertical A5 Notepad - £17.99
PAP02300 series
(Available in a range of colours with
white paper)

Vertical A5 Notepad - £17.99
Vertical A4 Notepad - £27.99
PAP00300 and PAP00400 series (Available in a range
of colours with coloured paper)

A5 Spiral Note Book - £21.99
A4 Spiral Note Book - £27.99
PAP01700 series (Available in a range of colours)

Small Note book - £5.50
PAP01300 series
(Available in a range of colours)
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www.manuscriptpen.com
Tel: 01746 861236
UK Distributor for Campo Marzio
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